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DataSys Attains Silver Certification with Microsoft
Marlborough, Mass. – July 31, 2013
DataSys has again attained the Silver designation for Microsoft’s Managed Partner
Network (MPN) program. The MPN program underscores Microsoft’s technical and
sales commitment to its partners; in turn, DataSys can offer high levels of technical
support, accurate sales information, and in-depth product knowledge to its customers.
DataSys’ relationship with Microsoft, over its 17 year company history, has been one of
the cornerstones of success.
Amongst other benefits, the MPN Silver program provides us with escalation to senior
technical engineers, a dedicated contact for obtaining key resources. The Silver level
requires that DataSys demonstrate significant competencies, backed by passing scores on
examinations, in many key areas. The exams require up to 40 hours of study in the
respective area of expertise.
Demonstrated competencies include installing and configuring Microsoft Dynamics GP
(GP) and SQL Server. Through rigorous examinations, DataSys must understand and
articulate how to plan for, install, configure, and manage GP and SQL server. To
strengthen planning skills, DataSys was certified on the Sure Step methodology, a
structured approach for identifying goals, requirements, and related tasks for a project.
According to Michael D. Newman, DataSys’ Executive Vice President, “It’s important to
our customers that we can pick up the phone and quickly identify a Microsoft resource.
With the constant changes in technology and DataSys’ commitment to expertise, our
partnership with Microsoft helps the DataSys team offer unparalleled excellence in
service. I’ve been at DataSys for more than 13 years and have seen the power of
partnerships, whether that’s our relationship with Microsoft, our commitment to the
DataSys team, or our many valued relationships with customers.”

About DataSys Corporation
DataSys Corporation, a Microsoft Certified Business Solutions Partner, specializes in the implementation of Microsoft
Dynamics GP (Great Plains). Since 1996, DataSys has built long-term productive relationships through deeply
understanding its customers’ businesses. We automate processes for financials, reporting, payroll, project accounting,
and distribution. For more information, please visit www.DataSysCorp.com.
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